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Run-offs Enter Second
Round Today in Union
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE.

--four Classes-Seek-Nominations;
Volutan 300CVM
Grass Announces Additional Balloting Next Week
an

Students will take anothee step
Aft the completion of this quarter’s
elections today as tbey once again
mark ballots in what was supwised . to have been the final
runoff.
Ildwever, an additional run-off
election is definitely in the offing
next week to determine the out----come-of--the offices of junior
sopho mo r e- vice-peesidents,
Grass, chief . justice, announced
yesterday.
The special run-off is a result of
a tie in these offices its Tuesday’s
elections. One aspirant will be
eliminated-fasinv=eaeh--earididavytoday. Student Council members
Tuesday will set the day for the
election.
In today’s run-oil, seniors have
the choice of the following: representative, Betty King and Belmont Reid; class president, Don
LaFave and Fred Michels.
Juniors: representative, Mike
Barchi and Dave Down; vice-president, Bill Francis, Don Laclergue
and Francis McMahon.

San Jose, CalifO’rnia, Thursday., Februiry -23, 1950.

Hot ender the-Cottar Too

Construction of the $85,000 San
Jose Bible college, located at 12th
and Virginia streets, will be ’completed early this summer, according to Bible College President
William L. Jessup.

Carl Mleseke, driver of the
college bus, contemplates rising
steam as the result of a broken
head gasket. Students of Mr.
N o-r-mirn - -Dottoffs’ Historicalgeology class journeyed to Rodeo last Sunday afternoon with
Freshman representative for
n umerous stops along the way.
one year will be fought out beRepairs to the engine were
made :ITU the-Way ity aftei-thi;
mutvehicle stalled on a raft-mid
Barbara Queener.
Half year
crossing and had to he pushed
representative will either be
by passengers. The field trip
Joan Rogers or Seyntour Abrabegan at 7:30 a.m. and it was
hams.
6 p.m before the ailing bus and
All voters will have the option ’ tired students returned to San
photo by Bob Stone.
of.. either John McBain or Bob Jose.
Smith for junior justice.

omas iiyan IPl avlets’Near
Gives Campus Completion
Piano Recital

Emint Committee
Tc. ,St.uady Plaits

San Jose State’s collegiate n
door neighbor is about to move.

Sophomores: president, D o n
Camp and John Giacomazzi; vice:president, Bill Armen, ’Cliff Ma,
jersik and Margaret Murphy; secs , Nii,cy Hardy-and Jaen
line Larsen.

-

SJ Councilmen
Attend-NI
At Stanford

The first unit, covering_ six
acres, will consist of class rooms,
library, and administration offices.
The auditorium-chapel, with a
seating capacity of 3(10, will be
added later. Contractor for the
project is Samuel E. Barth. Orville Shier is the architect.

One hundred and eighty students, many of which are now attending San Jose State college,
will be enrolled in the four:ycar
rounciimen 111-ek Vagrey an
biTflcal course. ,Degrees to be ofto", Stanford fered are. Bachelor of Theology,
Ray Lyon
university
tonight , to
attend and Bachelor of Divinity.
another mmeetingof Bay Area
The Bible college was founded
schools working on the proposed in 1939 by the San Jose Church
"Charity Show" to be presented of Christs, Fifth and San Carlos
next quarter. The idea was orig- streets. It has been incorporated
Mated by San Francisco ’ s three under California law since 1945.
colleges -City college, State, and Students range in age frrala 18-30
yeessi,
The following dates and events
.
Were rewried to _the co_uncil at I -=
Msr
ee
last Tue sday’s mting:
Western splash Up will be
the theme of the annual Women’s
Swim show, to he presented in the
Men’s pool on April 13, 14, and 15.
Carol Nystrum is in charge.
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The Examination committee
plans to follow a suggestion made
in the "Town Meeting", Dec. 8,
about dead-week, according to Dr.
Harrison Heath.
At the, Examination committee meeting held Monday, Don Schaef,_
fer, ASB presidentmade-a report student-VieWS as to dead-week.
One of the suggestions made was to check on the dead-week pro-’
grams in other colleges.
Dr. Heath also made a report
on the 11th week of last quarter,
which is normally dead-week, and
reported that 209 faculty members, or all but 11 Instructors, did
not give any examinations during
dead-week. The examinations that
were given were in the Science
and Engineering departments.
"The committee is uncertain as
to the best- way to handle this
situation,- Dr. Heath said. "We
can either continue to let the faculty dbcide whether tests are
r o back to a strict interpretation oT no exam rule."
According to Dr. Heath, the
committee feelf_that if it goes
haeit-to--thrlleid-week rule, everyone should cooperate and prohibit
all social activities of .any kind
during this we*. This ,would
mean no athletic events, no plays,
and no social parties.
"Personally, I feet it is best to
leave the rule as it is, however,
the opinion_ of- the committee is
divided upon the question," Dr.
Health esaid.

acqguarne Predicts
/c
of the F uture
-ampus
,-s

’
IRehearsals for Noel Coward’s
"Tonight at 8:30" have reached
the half-way mark, Director John’
Out of the quonsets by "51.
R. Kerr, reported yesterday. The
By JOHN BREHM.
That was the prediction made
three one -act plays that make up
The College Little Thee ter the show are "Family Album," a
Prospective councillors for next yesterday by college President
proved to be inadequate Tuesday musical comedy, "Still Life," a fall’s Freshman. Camp are meet- T. W. MacQuarrie. Apparently
night when the inane recital of drama, and "Red Peppers," a ing March 2, at 7:30 p.m. in the undaunted by recent, slow-downs
Thomas Ryan, music faculty mem- vaudeville show.
"Tonight at Student Union. All "campers," in the college building and exber, drew an audience of approx- 8:30" will be presented in the past and Mum nave been invitedrosarmmn
program, H
’
imately 300.
said he planned to continue his
Little Theater March 9-17, with -to attend the get-together.
fight for the "campus of the
I
Mr. Ryan was enthusiastically the exception of Sunday, March 12.
Associated Women Students ’ future."
received by the overflow ’crowd.
With dress rehearsals slightly have chosen Jo Ann Keeler and
Acquisition of San Jose High
He played two encores and upon
more than a week away the St U-, Joan Hale to represent San Jose school buildings islated for midfinishing was called upon to make
dents are well on the way into State college at an international 1951) should make use of present
several curtain calls to acknowlfourth production of AWS conference at the 1,10iversity temporary buildings and quonset
edge the applause of the listeners. making the
the Speech and Drama depart- of Oklahoma April 3-5.
huts unnecessary, Dr. MacQuarrie
The program was scheduled to ment a good evening of entertainsaid. He explained floor space in
Marsh Pitman read a detail ed the high school buildings totalbegin at 8:15 o’clock, but 10 min- ment, Mr. Kerr said.
report on the aims and functions ling 120,000 square feet- would
utes after eight all seats were
"Since most of the students in of Camp Miniwanca. It costs the be ample replacement, for 77,000
filled and persons were standing
in the rear of the ’theater. The the cast do singing and dancing," ASB $75 to send a representative. square Jeet__now in temporary
performance was called "a -grand Mr :Herr continued - "it is inter Pttman cited Sur Jun-State-Mt: st ructureea.
tribute to---Ryan as an artist and tstingAnwatch theAransformation_ lege’s excellent record, andOn a second building front, Dr.
as a man" by members of the of their acting from their previous sequent increased quota. Four MacQuarrie said occupants of colroles
into
a
musical
dramatic
may
now
go
from
San
students
audience.
lege-owned residences on Seventh,
comedy vein."
Jose State college. The Student Eighth and Ninth streets would
Mr. Ryan played Mozart’s SoCouncil will study the report this be asked to vacate "in the near
Tickets for "Tonight at 8:30" week,
nanta, K. 282; Prokofieff’s Third
_
itat
Sonata,- Op. -28;-Schumannr’s- Hum- go on sale Thursday, March -2 iti
Emptying and demolition of-the
Room 57, Speech office. Student
oreske, Op. 20; and Brahtns’
The General, or ASB, fund con§
itaiby
raPaganini,
V
onnaotheme
admission is 60 cents; general ad- tains $11,318.34, while the Council old residences will be carried nut
mission is 90 cents
- -on schedule, the president exOp.--35, Book II.
fund has $707.37.
plained, in spite of delays in appropriations and other complica’
tions.
Orders to vapate will be issued
on a selective-basis, however, Dr.
The CIO Communications Work- tions any genuine atomic control forces on the South China coast MacQuarrie indicated. Occupants
ers Union yesterday accepted plan.
in preparation of the Communist will be given notice 60 dayt_before
Mr. Truman made his remarks invasion of the Nationalist -held demolition is slated to begin.
President Truman’s -request for a
60-day postponement of the na- in a Washington’s birthday ad- island of Hainan.
College officials have hinted the
tional telephone strike scheduled dress at Alexandria, Va.
area cleared by demolition might
FIRE
HAS
’PRINCETON
for today.
A fire at Princeton university be used as a college-parking lot
Meanwhile the movement of OFFER COAILITION
until construction of the projected
The once powerful Liberal party yesterday destroyed the wiring of
coal from mines to bins dropped
buildings start.
used
cyclotron
18,000,000-volt
an
England
miners
of
more
yesterday
to
offered
to. a trickle as 10,000
project.
bomb
Alamos
Los
the
in
joined the 372,000 already strik- form a coalition with the Labor
extinguished after
ing in the soft coal fields, and party if the socialists will suspend The blaze was
hours.
eight
burning
plans
to
nationalize
the
recessed
iron
and
negotiators
government
mediation activities until this steel industry.
Shirtsleeves continue to be in
BEGIN FILIBUSTER
The British will hold a general
morning.
Southern Democrats yesterday style today as the forecaster preelection today with socialism the
began their long-threatened House dicts it to be clear with little
USE ’FORCE’
main issue. The Liberal party is
against FEPC.
change, in temperature, but scatPresident T r tree n yesterday the "third" party in the election. filibuster
dide’t wait even for the tered high fog in the morning.
They
that
communism
world
warned
and its support may decide the
t raait lona I reading of George Temperatures yesterday ranged
this country will use "force to de- election.
40 to a high of 65.
Washington’s Farewell Address, from a low
fend democracy" if necessary, and
which usually gets top priority Skies were overcast in the mornTO
TRY
INVASION
.to
willing
is
States
United
the
ing, but cleared, by afternoon.
Red China troops are amassing every Feb. 22.
support through the United Na-

Communications Workers Postpone Strike

The Weather
or

Students Sight
Spartan Doily
roFytilarom I
The Spartan Daily has
achieved a degree of Immortalityat least In the minds of two
San Jose State college students.
For days, students have
paused to admire’ a display of
authentic historical documents
and facsimiles in one of the
ground floor exhibit eases. Yesterday they found something
new had been added.
Wedged nehliWifie-glass was
a copy of "the world’s best enl
lege newspaper" bearing this
legend:
Original copy of the Spartan
Daily
February 22, 1930
Donated by W.V.H. and J.(7.S.
Now residing in San Jose,

Student Directors
Give Plays Again
Three one-act plays presented
by students of Mr. John R. Kerr’s
directing class will be given again
today at 3:30 p.m. in the Actors’
Studio, room 53. Admission to the
student -directed plays is free.
In the first play Dave Manning
directs a cast of three, John Allegreti. Joan Sturges, and Tom
Winston.
Doris Perry is the director of
the second play which features
Conrad Smith, Dot Williams, Lee
Leidig, Dick Paginalli and Wayne
Mitchell.
The final play is produced by
Conrad Smith. Jim Clark Jack
Byers and Gwen Samuelson are
in the cast.
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Former State Footballer
_
Runs Employment Agency
By BILL EPLER
One of the members of San Jose’s growing group of young businessmen is Robert Boucke, 1940 graduate of San Jose State colliege.

Ireland Plans
To Marry Off
Shy Bachelors
By

DPI"’ MORAN
United Preds Staff Correspondent
Boucke, wno majored in business and economics, is founder and owner
DUBLIN-- i,(AJP) Thousands (sir
- 6. -.0
of a local employment agency. Since it opened in 1947, thee agency has Irish bachelors are heading for
early -vVeddings, if -plans of the
grown until it is one of the
work
-largestIn_San Jose, obtaining state and social organizations
nut-Published every school day by the Associsiod Studdnis of Sondlost
women
employment for men and
of the Press of Glob* Printing Co. Entered as second class matter of the San
Concerned over the affects Of
in both business and Industry.
’ I
’
.
Jose Post Office.
Ireland’s low marriage r_at,,e, beBO, Who Is .an active Spartan
lieved to: be the lowest
the
Booster, has been instrumental
Mary Frydenlund and Jim Hayes, Co-editors
population
the
world
on
figures,
in obtaining part-time employsocial workers are drafting plans
Bill Simons, Business Manager
ment for many of the college’s
.to bring Irish bachelors to the
Earl, Crabbe Society Editor
News Editor
Dave Heagerty
athletes.
altar whether they like it or not.
Harry Britton
Bob Skillicorn Photo Editor
Desk Chief
Played Right Half
Statistics prepared by social
Feature Editor ....Bob Hemingway Wire Editor
’ Carl Holmberg
Boucke played right half-back organizations show that one in
Cliff Daniels Exchange Editor
Dick Watry
Sports Editor
Make-up Editors. ...Don Fitzgerald, Edith O’Donnell, Barbara Belknap,
on the famous Spartan football four Irish people never marry.
Joyce Call, George McDonald, Margot Miller.
team of 1938 and 1939, which was 3Iany of those marry late in life.
Copy Desk... Beverly Lymburner, Fred Baumberger, Elmer Rodrigues,
the untied, unbeaten, highest scor- They pass the age of fertility beCharleen Little, Marion Summers, Arne Saari.
ing team in the nation. "The Little
fore the can add substantially to
Reporters
Manuel Alves. .Berkley Baker, Bruce Brotzman, Fred
Giant -Killers", as they were dub- the nation’s dangerously depletBurbank, Edward Conkle, Barbara Deemy, John Dremel, William
bed by the press, piled up a total ed population.
Epler, Francis Errota, Samuel Goldman, Albert Grossi, John Hadof 324 points, while allowing only
Census statistics bear out the
don, Doris Hildebrand, Nancy -Loughlin, Ronald Marcus, Ross
29 points to the opposition. The bad effects of the low marriage
Massey, Douglas Prestage, Jeanne Thomas, Jerome Thomas, Dixie
’tearn_was ably coached by Bud De and fertility rate on the populaWise.
ADVERTISING STAFF
Groot and Bill Hubbard, assisted- tiontrends,--Ona hundred, years
by "Pop" Warner.
Millard Richards
Office Manager
ago, Ireland had a child popula3
’ Two of Bob’s teammates were tion of 1,836,298. In 1941, the
Fred Allred, Beverly
Salesmen
Leroy Zimmerman, who was number had been reduced to 815,Baier, John Baldini, John Bardacos, Jack Barringer, Charles Bernominated to ’Little" All-Amer- 000.
Nur.
stusse.ev a
ryessa, Richard Biersch, William Francis, Richard Grant, Ralph
ican honors in 1939 and played
More OlderPeople
Ben
Peterson,
Ralph
Lyon,
Raymond
Lehmkuhl,
Lamont, Ray
in the Shrine East-West game,
Correspondingly, the number of
Pettus, Vincent Scampi,* Robert Scheid, Rick Schuman, Frances.
and Robert Bronson, who is now old persons past the age of fertiSterling, Beth Watson.
head football each at San Jose
lity shows an increase from 174.State college.
450 in 1851 to 308,823 in 1941.
Bob was It four-letter man on
That is what the social workers
campus. Three of the letters were and the government plan to alter
By EDIE O’DONNELL
for football and the fourth was by boosting the marriage rate, and
So you think you’re all set-up for basketball. Just to keep busy lower the average marrying age.
when you get your amilication for and in shape for the remainder of
The bachelors, on the other
more the year, he participated in track hand, charge that existing social
Recently Track Coaches Bud Winter and Walt Bosley were
graduation filednothing
until the good president hands and field events. During the sum- and economic conditions make it
branded by the president of San Mateo junior colleT0 as athyou the parchment"
mer he pitched 100-pound sacks of impossible for them to marry.
letic thieves. The two men were accused of proselyting through
think
another
have
on!
You
Hold
sugar in his father’s warehouse in
In support of their stand they
athlete.
freshman
promising
of
a
the acquisition
coming, brother. In order to es- Crockett, California.
point to the high rate of taxation
Was this proselyting? Better yet, is there such a thing as
cape you are required to shell out
The foriner Spartan was active on bachelors, and state that this
proselyting in the true sense of the word, grit the verb used
$9- (non-vet) or $6.78 (vet) in the in many of the campus activities in fact achieves the very opposite
only by those who set up an imaginary code of ethics for emgraduate manager’s office to take and remembers one or his most to the government’s intention of
ployment when some other school acquires an athlete upon
care of the odds and ends of corn- embarrassing experiences. He had forcing the .relactant bachelor to
whom they have cast covetous eyes?
cencement.
gained quite a reputation on the altar.
A breakdown of this money Washington Square for his abiliIf there is in college athletics a code of ethics regulating
The burden of taxes, they claim
reads thus: the senior class takes ties as a crooner, when he .was makes it impossible forl,them to
such acts as may be branded proselytic, then that code is set
charge of $6.78, which is used for asked to sing the new song "Pen- put aside the necessary nest egg.
up on a sliding scale. Every school of athletic worth has active
senior week activities and ,the nies From Heaven" at an imHousing Short
scouts constantly searching for better material for their teams.
class gift.
promptu show.
Housing conditions also support
If these scouts may not use oral persuasion to the best of their
You’re being graduated this
Forgot Words
the bachekre’s contention. The
abilities through fear of being accused of "proselyting," what
quarter and won’t be around for
Boucke started, to. sing, confi- housing shortage is acute and
may they do, draw straws?
too
That’s
senior week in June?
dent that he could remember the- rents are high. As in many other
M. F.
He who has most, gets most.
had, but you are invited back for words, although he had heard countries, young couples with bait -if you can make it.
them only once. All went well bies are blacklisted in apartment
If you are a non -vet you also until the end of the first verse. houses.
C011
must pay $2.22 for a diploma. The and then this poor man’s Crosby
Consequently, they postpone
Proselytingthe hiring of outstanding athletes from outcA takes ca’re of this for
couldn’t remepiber the rest of the their weddings until they can
program.
sports
our
college
kill
bodycan
side the student
You have it luckier this year. words.
get houses of their own, and the
Athletic department recruiters from San Jose State college,
though. In the past, graduates had
Struggling desperately, he im- population figures stand still.
in
Coast
and most western schools of the same size, range the
to pay. $10, the extra dollar going provised verses as he went along,
But the state intends to cut the
search of new talent to power their sporting "machines."
for a year’s alumni dues. Now the until he reached a point where he bachelor’s feet from under him in
to
subscription
for
your
pays
state
Their opetations, inside and outside conference rules and
could no longer think of a new this defence. Among the latest
the alumni news.
"sanity code" regulations, are tacitly ignored, or praised, by
verse. Bob shrugged his shoulders government projects is a
and-laWd- enough for -ritt tntrear. 000,000 hotiiiiig and hospitalizatinn
college administrators.
said, "I don’t knot’’ how to end program aimed at supplying the
They are building "bigger and better sports programs for
this dammed thing’ and walked needed 111,000 homes over a tentheir schools".
off the stage. The momentary sil- year period.
To what end? Is our education even indirectly improved by
ence was broken by thunderous
Many Loans Made
the number of times our teams are in the win column? Does Joe
applause and much laughter, but
Housing loan societies are also
Average Student benefit from a sports program designed for
Bob remembers this experience receiving top level priority in the
recruited semi-professionals?
only with considerable chargin.
national picture. Statistics show
We cannot defend our conduct with an "every othei
During World War II Boucke,,, that housing
Thrust and Parry
societies advanced
school in the country does it" answer.
And an unnamed student in Soc. was employed in San Jose by the
[3,000,000 to young couples during
as
-corporation
our
Machinery
Food
Prob. 150b:
Our only defense, our only answerif we are to save
1948, and the figure for 1949 may
This letter4s written as a state- production supervisor of amphi- be even higher.
J. H.
college sports programis de -emphasis, now.
ment of sympathy for you. I was bian tractors for the armed forA drive for rural developement
4 sitting in class when you were ces.
and national repopulation has been
Bob spends much of his time in carried to the United States by the,
Gyoper , told, tand I quote from the pro, lessor who told you) "Go stick community activity ,of all kinds. founder of thhe Muintir Na Tire
your head out the window, and He is serving with the _Red Cross, Organization, Father John Hayes,
the Community Chest, the March who has toured American cities
take a deep breath."
It always has been my impress- of Dimes, National. Safety council, explaining and enlisting support
ion that profs. are being paid to and many other community ser- for his "back to the land" moveTEACH; not to blurt out sarcastic vice organizations. He organized ment.
remarks to itudents who ask ques- and conducted the Christmas toy
Among his patrons are Boston’s
tions.
drive for the local 20-30 club, of Archbishop Richard Cushing, who
After all, if we were es smart as which he is past president Last has
promised to donate $5,000 to
(they think) they are, I am sure year the club collected 27,000 toys.
the home movement.
that we wouldn’t be here.
The members salvaged and repairI was just about to comment on ed 14,000 of these and distributed
the statement in question when you them to the underprivileged childdid, and I can assure you that I ren in the San Jose area.
wouldn’t like to be given the same
Bob is married and his wife, the
answer that was given to you.
former Thelma Byerlay, is also an
True, it was tunny, and the ex -Spartan. They have two childclass got a big laugh from it, but ren; Bob, 7, and Bonnie Jean, 3.
from all appearances this certain He hopes they both will attend
prof should think twice before he San Jose State college, where he
again makes such an assinine wants his son to be active in
statement to a poor little misun- sports.
derstood student, who is ere to
LEARN; not to be INSU TED.
ASB 7756
MARCH 1-17
t,
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Writer Explains
.
Graduation Fees

ProselytingPro and Con
Pro

Thrust and Parry

In Sympathy

CAMPUS QUIPS

A. J. STEDHEIM

Fine Watch Repairing

Tonight At 8:30"

Spartan Daily

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

"It’s simple! It blows everybody to H

!!"

Entered as second class matter April 24, 1134,
at Son Jose, California, under thss act of,
164rch 3, 1171
Full leased wire servIc of United Press
Press of the Globs Printing Compeny, 1445 S
First St., San Jose, California. Member, Call.
fornia Riewspapor Poblishor’s Association.

Notice!
COFFEE DUNKING
IS PERMITTED AT

DIERKS"
371 West San Carlos

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE-

85 E. San Fernando
CV 5-1820
FOUNTAIN PENS REPAIRED

-

SJSC Teams
Will Debate
At Cal Tech
Resolved:
That
the United
nationalize the
Sta.tsould
basic -non-a
tries.
__..... _Thiamin be- thedebate.-qtiestion at
the annual debate tournament
sponsored Feb. 24 and 25 by the
California Institute of Technology
. at Pasadena.’I.
- Theee teams from -SanState college will compete in the
tournament in the upper dirtMon for men. Teams are Leslie
Groshong and Robert Whitall,
Sam Data and John Mix, and
- Jim Maynard and Willis Morris.
Each team. ’debates in five
rounds, alternating affirmative
and negative sides. Teams with
the fewed losses move on to the
sixth and -additional rounds until
a champion is determined.
-"
"The 1950 tournament At -cidTech is very important this
year," Mr. Wilber latick, Forensic adviser said, "since top-ranking- teams there-probably
will he chosen to participate in
the West Point Invitational Debate tournament in April."
The West Point Invitational is
a national tourney in which all
sections of the country are represented. The top-ranking 32 debate teams froln colleges and universities all over the United
States participate. Four teams are
Selected from each of eight districts.
San Jose State college is in
District I, composed of California, Nevada, Utah and ArlROM.
A selection committee in District I, headed by Prof. John W.
Ackley of San Diego State college, will survey the records Of
teams in the area, with the team’s
reeord-at -the Cal Teeh_debate the
lanse-important basis for judgment.

College Officials
Attend Meetings
’Dr, T. W. MacQuarrie, president
of ’San Jose State college, and,
Dr. -Ralph J. Smith head ef the
Engineering department, will travel to Sacramento Friday to Meet
with representatives of the University of California. and other
state colleges having engineering
departments.
The clinferenee will be held to
coordinate engineering courses in
the state colleges with those in
the university.
Dr. MacQuarrie, on Saturday,
ilt at tend a barbecue -aria 140 e
show in southern California at
the Kellogg ranch near Pomona
as the guests of Cal Poly at San
Luis Obispo, which is now operating the ranch.

VOTE TODAY!
MARY
LOU
CARLI
- Frcsh Rep.

Year Term

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
SPEOAL STUDENT SAO
RATE 3 MONTHS

1.104Vir

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E SAN FERNANDO

CY-2-7503

--ATTENTION-For a nutritious
well-balanced lunch
come to the

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
Across 4th on San Antonio
Sandwiches - Milk
Cold Drinks and Ice Cream
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR
FIELD TRIPS AND PICNICS
-Estabkhed 19/5-

atass

-sp-ARtiftri.uno-s

Thursday,
23,r---- -- Dramatists Plan
Seniors Receive
Tryouts for Play .
Overnight Refund Tryouts for "The Corn is WAA Holds Tourney
Seniors whO, made reservations for the Senior overnight
last week, but did not attend,
may obtain refunds through
Friday at the office of Graduate Manager Sill Felse. Those
ellgilife to obtain refunds include .’Jeanne Lockwood, Jo
Penhetro, Oliver Debbie, Bob
Frybarger,
Peg Major, and
Marcia Moorehead,
_

Green"’start today at 430
in the Little Theater. The play is
schedtiled to run May 4-6,8, and 9.

-

Coombe Awards Basketball
lito
D
Dora
Offic ia’
tingl
Rating

Miss Elizabeth Loeffler directs
thik_praduction. the fifth of the
_ Haiii.e-Jewa-State collegeren=ed:recelved-a-leeal basketball
1949-50 drama season at San Jose officiating rating during last week’s WAA basketball tourney games
State college.
’1* Vein Sills Eleanor Coombe, San Jose Stete..cellege.WAA basketball
Copies of the- ’*
4rrs1 Ae; coa.ch, Recording to -Ge-Uevieve Villasenor, basketball manager.
serve in the S
,
__-Dailith-f Weller,- -Betty Wyss, and Irene ’Hotta, San Joss State
college students, received intramural ratings from Miss CoOmbe
the same evening, Miss VIllasenor
said.
_in the teilirnjj; games played
last week the Turtles won over
the "Y"-Stats 13 to 10;--1:1Mwy4.4E-, I took the. Gumperteers j8 to 15;
’Gold Nuggets won over Presbyterian hall 22 to 11. Mary George
-Co-op bowed to the Tan Tans- 24
-.+40--l5 Kappa Theta, sunk low to
Comets 43 to 12; Cordelia,
the
; hall la,zit C.C.F. 22 to 17; and the
;Gold Nuggets took a IA to 10
decision over the Gumperteers.

Delegates Attend Home Economics Conference
111/1"1"4
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the Women’s, gym are: Gold Nuggets vs. F:lmwyck at 7:15 p.m. on
court 1 and -on court 2 "Y" Stars
vs. the Turtles. At 8:00 p.m. on
court 1 it will be the Chi 0 Pearls
vs. Pratt hall and on court 2 Kappa Kappas vs. Cordelia hall. At
8;45 p.m. on court 1 the Tan Tans
will square off against the Gum: perteers and on ’court 2 the Siztling Six will meet Mary George
Co-op.. The schedule is according
to Miss Villasenor.

Delegates
End Home Ec
Conference
Nineteen California colleges
were represented in the two-day
Home Economics conference held
on Washington square on Feb.
16-17.
Dr. Margaret’ Jones, department
head, acted as hostess for the
visitors.
-Discuss* -meetings were conducted and a dinner was held in
college team room.
-Guests of the college for the
tiwo-day session were Dr. W.
Aiken, Pepperdine college; Bertha
Akin, Sacramento, Department of
Education; Miss Edna Gehlken,
COP; Dr. D. M. Leahy, UCLA;
Miss G. Luehning, San Francisco
State; Mrs. Roberta Matteson,
Sacramento State; Mrs. -Gayle
Merklin, Humboldt State; Dr. Edna Meshke, UC at Santa Barbara;
Dr. Agnes Morgan and Miss Claribel Nye, UC at Berkeley; Miss
Louise Porch, Fresno State; Dr.
Saidee Stark, Sacramento State;
Dr. Gladys, Stevenscin, Whittier;
Miss Roth Talboy, San Diego
State; Dr. Jean Warren, UC at
Davis; and Miss Rufie Williams,
Chico State.

Pictured in a discussion session during their, two-day stay at
San._ Joac State ca11e:0 are several delegate* to the local- Home Economics conference held here on Feb 16-17. Seated left to right
are Dr. Jean Warren, Bertha Akin, Miss Louise Porch, Miss Rolle
Lee Williams, Miss Ruth Talboy, Dr. Edna Meshke, Dr. Wresithy
Aiken, and Dr. Margaret Jones. Standing left to right are Dr. DoroConstruction of a new cement
thy Leahy, Miss Edna Gehlken, Dr. Agnes Morgan, Mrs. Robertha
floor for the field -house at Spar:
-photo ’by Hildenbrandt. tan stadium will be completed
Metteson.
_
.
TIZITIT-Iger, superin,
tendent of buildings and grounds,
announced yesterday.
The new floor was made neces1
sary be_cause the players’ cleats
Spartan Shields: Meet at 7 dug up the softwood floor making
A joint frosh-soph mixer cornit difficult to sweep and almost
mittee meeting will be held to- o’clock tonight in Room O.
to keep sanitary, Bolimpossible
’
night at 8:15 o’clock in Room 20
Frosh-Soph Mixer: Committee
said.
linger
to discuss the March 7 mixer meets at 8:15 o clock -tonight in
schedule, -according -to -Sophomore Room 29 to thscus.s- itibier profor spring quarter student teachpublicity Chairman Cliff Majersik. gram.
ling.
Up-to-date plans for the tradiSpartan Spinners: Beginners
tional competition include a mixed
Sophomore Historians: Commit tug-o-war, softball, volleyball, and meet at Lowell school, Seventh
’tee meets at 2:30 p.m. today in
basketball games. Highlight of the and Reed streets; advanced at
Student Union. All interested are
fiasco will be an inter-class swim- Washington school, Oak and State
welcome.
to7:.30
o’clock
both
at
streets,
ming meet. Entertainment to be
spotlighted during the meet will night.
Sigma Delta Pi: Meet at 7:30
Seekers: hear Mr. J. Lincoln o’clock tonight in L210. Sign the
include exhibition diving by the
varsity swimming team, and corn- Blake speak at 7 o’clock Sunday club bulletin board if planning to
edy diving by sophomores Lud evening at the First Methodist attend.
speryer, Btll &fverens, and Rich aliffe-h. Topic is’"What It Means
to be a Christian 1.141nan." Check
(’lassof 1950: Meet at 3:30p.m.
Thiel.
Groups which will meet tonight bulletin board for Asilomar trip todaN in Student Union.
include Jewel Smialkowski, Bernie information.
Isaacson,’ and Jack Shipe, dance
Personal, Campus Affairs: Comcommittee chairmen, and Vic Gal- mission of Student "Y" meets at
braith, Donna Dalton. Dick Russo, 4:36 p.m. today in the "Y" lounge.
and Alice Brown, athletic events All are invited.
chairmen. General’ chairmen for
Delta Phi Upsilon; Meet at 3:30
the Soph-Frosh mixer Are John p.m. today in B2.
Giacomazzi, Marilyn Ahlenius,
Frosh Class Council: Meet at
John Fuller. and Virginia Johnson
3:30 p.m. today in Room 116.

Field house Floor
To Re Laid Today

rosh-Soph (group 11
IAnnouncements II
To Meet Tonight

-Classified Advertising-

Ni.wman etnbi -.gfu-d-eiiils inter,
esfen hi -joinItirIceWtuth dub are
invited to attend meeting at 7:30
Spartan City Trailer court. Terms. ’o’clock tonight at Newman hall.
FOR RENT
Pair of Northland skis with
Girls, room and board, close to
Kappa Sigma Kappa: Initiation
adjustable steel clamps and steel
college. 106 N. Fifth street..
_
i,committee meets at 7:30 o’clock
Vacancy for one man to. share edges. Used six times. Serum,
!tonight -at 596 S. 10th street.
t. 2, gOs 112-b.. Los Gatos.
room in home with another stuModel A, 1930 convertible coupe.
dent. $15. 36.0 S. Ninth street.
kcieiice -Students: Majors
minors working -toward 1 eilch-Hoont and- board’ for follegc Motor in verygood.
boys. -Eleven meals weekly, , also Serum, Rt. 88, Box 172-b, Los ’ ing credentials are asked to contact Dr. George Bruntz,in Room
hoard only. Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380 Gatos.
Sailboat-Eastern star class, 14 as soon as possible to arrange
S :Ninth street, call CY 3-9942.
Room for girl, kitchen privi- Fully equipped, plus trailer, $250. -leges, private bath, and linens fur- 423 S. 12th street.
1939 .Ford sedan. Original ownnished. 598 S. 15th street.
er drops price. Make offer. 1700
FOR SALE
Santa Barbara street, off Meridian
House trailer, 1941-18 foot Cov- road. Call CY 2-4683.
ered Wagon.
Complete butane
1929 Model A. New transmisequipment and awning. $400. -170
sion and differential. See Mr,
Smith, Room S-188. Evenings call
CY 2-2758.
Going to the
Plymouth coupe 1934. Good
Open House at
body, needs motor work. $50. Bill
Galli. 426 S. Seventh street.
Pratt Hall?
Then because of
LOST
your hair you
’Modern lAterary Judgments"
won’t want to
by Schoter, McKenzie, Miles. Turn
into Lost and Found.. please,
trip and fall.
plesce. please. ASB7425.
WANTED
Henry Steiling SAINTE CLAIRE
Ta nn papers typed by expert.
and boys
BARBER SHOP
CY 2-1741, hours 5-7 p.m.
(
Hotel St.. Claire
It
W. San Fernando street.
Whj. not the best?

Refreshment
Problem?
Try

Billings Potato
Donuts

-What every cup of coffPc needs.GLAZED
SUGARED
MAPLE BARS
PLAIN
6391/2 N. 13th

CY 2-4394

---

!Delta GaAnnas,-,;,To Present Dance
At Peninsula club

Society Cyclorfuria

chi Os install New Prexy
Melba Sills, junior art major,
was installed as president of the
Iota Delta chapter of Chi Omega
sorority during ceremonies held
Monday, evenings at the chapter
house.
Former President Betty Lou
Taylnr rondueted the candlelight
event. Other executive officers installect-weret---Marsha
president; Janice Wolff, treasurer;
Kay Sproul and -Billie Prosser-,
pledge captains; Barbara Watts,
I seeretary.
Sills Appoints
Appointments include: Betty
Schauer, social’ and civic chairman; Maxine Foster, vocatio’n.s,
chairman; Evelyn McCurdy, senior
panhellenic;
Pat Atwell, mak
chairman; Jeanne Kerwirt-ehapter
correspondent; Pat Peck, house
manager; Shirley Young, personnel chairman; Maggie Murphy, social chairman.
Carolyn Haney, junior peiWel=
lenic; Flo Taylor, herald; Lois
Williams, scrapbook chairman;
Maxine Foster, song leader; Flo

The Peninusula country club in
San Mateo will be the setting for
tthe Delta Gamma pledge dance
Thursday, February 23, 1950
SPARTAN DAILY
to be held March 4.
Members and pledges are Invited
to attend tholonnal_affair.
doh Talk Will furnish the music for
the dance which- will last fror
-94-o’clock.
- An arbor will be placed in the
middle of the dance floor, through
which the pledges will dance after
On Sunday afternoon,. Feb. 26, from three until six In the after- they have been presented, and
refreshments will be served during
noon, the Gamma Phi Beta house at 189 S. 11th street will be the
the evening.
scene of the sorority’s first open house in its new quarters.
Miss Sally Matignon is chairAll members of campus organman in charge of arrangements.
izations, faculty members, and
The Misses Charleen Fisher, Deparents of Gamma Phi Bette acvere CallOni, and Dorothy Bourlives and pledges are invited, as
quin are members of the bids com1
Alto,well as the alumnae of Palo
mittee.
San Jose, the Peninsula, Berkeley,
Chaperones for the dance will
and San Francisco.
be alumnae of the sorority, Mr.
be
Elwill
line
In the receiving
and Mrs. Martin, and Miss Mabel
leti Erichseti, chapter president;
G. Crumby.
Marian McCoy, vice president;
Miss Mary Hadley became the
Mrs. N, B,_ PoweD,,,,,, housemother ; bride of. Jim TAylor..in_a. format
Mrs. James E. Pope, president of double-ring ceremony at the San
the house corporation; Joan Hale, Jose Trinity Episcopal church,
house president; Mrs. 0. C. Wil- with Dr. Mark Rifenbark officiatliams and Mrs. Johrf’SpurgeOn, ing.
chapter advisers.
A beaded bodice and skirt were
Pouring tea will be: Mrs. Jos. features -of the bride’s ice-blue
N. Mangen, president of Penin- satin gown. Her matching Juliet
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority will honor both mothers and fathsula alumnae; Mrs. John A. Davis, cap, also beaded, held in place
president of Palo Alto alumnae; a shoulder-length ice-blue veil. The ers on Sunday, March 5, at two functions, a banquet for the dads
Mrs. Ronald Avery, president of bride’s bouquet was of white roses and a luncheon for the mothers. The KKG dads will be "Kings for a
San Jose alumnae; and Mrs. and blue bouvardia. The new Mrs. day" on Sunday when their
George Keith, treasurer of the Taylor’s blue wedding costume daughters will present them at
house corporation.
was further highlighted by her the Father-Daughter banquet at
The committee in charge of the rings; the engagement. ring Is a Longharn restaurant in Palo Alto.
function is headed by Marian Mc- blue sapphire with small diamonds Fek-stias are planned to -been Joint.
Coy. Helping her are: the Palo on either side and the wedding at 1 p.m.
Alto alumnae, Mrs. C. J. Swer- ring is a narrow band of diamonds
Gamma Phi Beta sorority and
Pat Flannagan, chapter marshgert, Mrs. John W. Davis, Mrs. and sapphires. The bridegroom has al, will act as toastmistress for Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity held
Richard H. Law, and the San Jose an identical wedding band. ’
the affair. Her dad, Ray Flan- a joint get together Monday, Feb
alumnae, Miss Elaine Johns and
20, at the sorority house.
The maid of honor, Miss Beverly nagan from Merced, plans to act
Miss Peggy McDaniels.
as
for
spokesman
The sorority-pledges presented
the
dadswore a pale pink satingown_ and ’carried deep red American
Both actives and pledges will a program of pantomime, dancing,
beauty roses. The two brides- entertain their fathers at the and music. The fraternity also
maids, Miss Joyce Layrhan and dressy event. Pam Moore is chair- gave acts of singing and panto mine.
Miss Shirley Jordan, were attired man for the affair.
Refreshments were served after
in light lavender bustle-back satin
While the daft are enjoying din- the entertainment, anti dancing
The engement .of Miss Betty dresses and carried "shocking
Quayle to Don Moore was an- pink" roses. All three attendents ner, KKQ mothers will be enter- was enjoyed.
nounced at a Valentine party at are former San Jose State college tained at a luncheon at the chapter house, 196 S. Eighth street.
the homef the bride-elect’s par- students.
Barbara Belknap, chairman for
ents. A large heart over the fireEd Miller and Howard Storer, the luncheon committee, said sevplace with the_names of Betty and
both San ’Jose State college stu- erar alumna guests will be present’.
Don told of the -betrothal.
pledges Viola Bellora, Jeane BaxMiss Quayle is a sophomore dents, were ushers.
ter, Pam Pekor, -Betty Darendincommerce major from Palo Alto.
Taylor’ is a Member of Blue Key, ger and Rosalie, Young are assistShe is the daughter of Mr. and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and the stu- ing with the day’s program. Mary
Mrs. -L. R. Quayle.
dent court and is majoring in bus- Lou Harwood is assisting Miss
The future bridegroom, is a sen- iness administration. His parents Belknap with the’ plans.
ior P. E. major and comes from are Mr. and Mrs. Harry Martin
"Honoring Morn and Pop day"
Mountain View. Johnson spent of Santa Cruz.
is the first such festivity planned
three years in the service, in the
The bride, daughter of Mr. and. by the Kappas. The group hopes to
Pacific theatre, and is the son of Mrs. I. L. Hadley of Gustin, is a make it an annual affair.
M. and Mts. M..- H. Moore of registered nurse, and is attendihg
Mountain View.
San Jose State college as a senior
nursing eduostion degree candidate. She also attended Modesto
junior college and took cadet nurA March 2 wedding is planned sing training at the Santa Clara
Gamma Xi chapter of Kappa
by Miss Florence Truscott who county hospital.
Alpha Theta sorority celebrated
will wed Paul Peer in the ChrisIts second year on campus and also
tian church, San Jose.
celebrated its 80th year as a naThe future bride, daughter of
tional organization Feb. 11 with
More than 50 honsemothers met
Dr. Leon L. Truscott and the late
a luncheon at the chapter house.
last
week
with
Miss
Helen
DimTruscott. attended
The Gamma Xi -chapter-was-the
San Jose State college where she mick, dean oT women’, and-Mrs.
first national sorority for women
was-n-rnember of Phi Rho Gamma Izetta Pritchard, housing director,
in the tea room of the Home Eco- to be established on this campus.
society.
The sorority was founded at De
nomics building.
Peer is the son of Mrs. Ida
Tea was served following the Pauw university, Greencastle, Ill.,
Peer and the late J. K. Peer.
in 1870.
meeting.

Gamma Phi Betas to IL _id
Open House in New Home
Miss Mary Hadley
Weds James Taylor
In San Jose Church

KKGs to Honor Parents
At Luncheon, Banquet

Taylor, publicity :chairman; Lorraine Leonetti, A.W.S. representative; Kitty Gunner. --asspotant
vice-president; Vivienne Schmidt,
assistant secretary; Marilyn Wilson, gift and miscellaneous chair.Connie Carlson,. activities
chairman.
Members of the house committee’ are. Shirley Young, CarOlYp
Hafely, Melba hills and Flo TAy7_
lor.
Pledge officers
Officers of the pledge Class are;
Billie Crowell, president; Lou Ann
DeLude, secretary, and Francis
Hoffman, treasurer.
Iota-Delta ’chapter advisers are
Migi Marie Carr, Mrs. G. A. McCallum, Miss Myrne Shephard and
Mrs. ’Helen Portal. Mrs.. Grace
Brown is the house mother.

Mrs. Betty McConkey Dickerson, Mercury. Herald society re-._.
pter-tsittthe Sparta-if Daily
ROC1a1 page staff yesterday.

Have You Voted?
Seymour
Abrahams
Half -Year

GPBs, PSKs Hold
Get-Together

Quayle-Moore Tell
Troth Intentions

CRISP!

Frosh Council

LOWERS
"MINUTES FRESH"

SPRAYS
WREATHS

CORSAGES

HOUSE of FLOWERS
234 S.

2nd

CY 4-6495

Phone Charge Youa Order
N.C.C. I 5%, DISCOUNT

NEW!

COTTON
LINGERIE

Sorority Marks
Anniversary Date

Ex-Coed to Wed

Dean Holds Tea

0.

Falk to Marry_

Coeds1 friends Assemble
The ballroom and dining room
of the Catholic Women’s Center
were popular gathering places
Tuesday night when the residents
of the Center held a mid-quarter
open house.
Campus friends of the coeds
were in attendance, as well as a
number of Santa Clara university
students, who were given an invitation in return for a similar one
on their part last quarter.
Joyce BlelcSier headed the decorations committee, and was assisted by Carolyn Fink, Barbara King.
Charlotte Maloyan, Beverly McNally, Pat Cavanaugh and Catherine James. Refreshment committee ehainstan,was Lorraine Lack-,
ey, and helping her were Jacque
Andre, Mary Lopoz, Winnie Rog -

ers, Pat Fox, Sara Jane Ries and
Genne Villasenor.
Jeri Maramonte was entertainment committee chairman. She
was aided by Lorelei Holbrook,
Eleanor Roddei; and Marian Ferguson.

Miss Nora Lee Spingola Cornea
will become the bride of Richard
Fallo in an April wedding at. St.
Joseph’s church. The future bridegroom attended San Jose State
college.
Miss Cornea is the daughter of
Mrs. Viola Corriea of San Jose.
Fallo is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jake Fallo.

Convertible baretop slip of
white sanforized cOtton.

STUDENT TOURS
TO

Sizes 32 to 36

EUROPE

White cotton

Bicycle Tour In Europe

LOWEST ALL-INCLUSIVE RATES
Make Reservations Now

Also HAWAII and ALASKA
SUMMER SAILING
.. JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
78 W. San Carlos

(St.

1

Claire Hotel)

CY 3-7273

3.98
lavished

with eyelet embroidery.
2.98
Sizes 32 to 40

1:31utuvls
Lingerie Shop

Regents
Approve
Master
the national
Campus Scene Plan for New SB Campus
Class of 192
To Work for $18 Pay
Univ. of Colo.
Given Grant
For Research

UNIV, OF MICHIGAN-The 25
years since the birth of the Michigan Journalist have been eventful
ones. Here are some interesting
opinions, from those days gone-by
.found while leafing through past
issues of the Journalist.
The year 1925 found a ’University-of-Michigan-instructor asking his class of 50 students how
&ex:would be willing to begin
in their Chosen profession at a
salary of $18 weekry. Seventy-five
per cent said they would.
A student edttoriitl Iji 1925
presented these revolutionary
views on fashions: "Pitts says
that the skirts shall be abbreviated to a sufficient degree to
display daintily dimpled knees;
that the nostrils of milady shall
be calsomined a delicate rose;
quit the transparent netting
called stockings shall be discarded and that toes shall be exposed."
1Crurman "Tholmas, unsuccessful
"candidate for President in 1928
told a 1929 student audience, "The
only diferencg between the two
parties is that one of them is in
office and the other -is, trying to
get in, usually unsuccessfully."

SANTA BARBARA COLLEGE.
-The Master Plan for the new
Santa Barbara
the Goleta Mesa as approved in
principle by the.
U’niversitv at California indicates
the eventual development of a
smill high=ealiber
lege. on the breathtaking 408-acre
site.
The permanent structure indicated on the Master Plan may not
be completed for many years, but
should the University decide to
expand the educational facilities
on -the -campus, the plan is plastic
enough to permit changes readily.
A pictorial presentation of ,the
proposed plan has been released
by Dr. J. Harold Williams, Acting Provost, and Robert E: Floyd,
planning engineer, as submitted
by Soule and Murphy, architects.

at present, though Dr. Williams
has been quoted as
2’Neisstudenta tuay_be.:complel.lug their education on -the new
Campus."_
. Architects are already- at work,
-nn-two comPfetely new structures,.
a-library and a science building,
and are making plans for the con ’version of existing buildings.
Funds Are Available
Funds are available for the
work, with $3,947,000 previously
designaled for the Santa Barbara
Mesa Cainpus, to be reallocated.
The Regents are asking for an
additional $3,050,000 in capital
Improvements from the next session of the State Legislature. Already appropriated is $1,600,000
for derMitortes.
"Top priority is being given the requests for the Goleta
Campus," President Robert Gordon Sproul said on a recent visit
here.
Santa-Barbara College. has been
noted in the past for the pleasing
scale of its buildings, ideally
suited to a small liberal arts college. It is the intention to produce
a similar scale for the new college
buildings by holding the structures to one and two-story buildings wherever possible. Their exterior design is to be of a uniform
character throughout the camp.

The residence halls will be built
along the edge of the lagoon
which may require dredging and
a flood gate to maintain the
Pi.
-wa
The -lagoon will bo-used-for4w*,
purposes, the first academic, with
the establishment of a laboratory
for the study of marine biology.
The second will be purely recreational for the students.
-The athletic fields will be in the
same location as they were for
the Marine Base. This area is unsuitable for buildings because of
the approach zone of the Santa
Barbara airport. The area will include facilities for loolhall, beset], femnis, field hockey, archery
and other suorts.
The eastern portion of the
new campus will he developed
Into the academic area. Three
axes will radiate from a central
court surrounded by library,
science and classroom buildings.
The eastern axis provideS classroom and labratories for the humanities group and is terminated
by an auditorium building with
additional wings for classroom
work.
The northwest axis buildings
Will be for social science, physical
education and military use, terminated _by the _gymnasinni ansLathletic- fields.
The south axis provides for life
sciences, physical sciences and
general classrooms.
The buildings in the westerlyportion of the campus_ around
the lagoon are the --residence
halls for men and women. Each
will consist of two units,..ulble.h.
date 400 students to a
ACC
unit, with a central kitchen and
(lining rooms.
The most easterly building of
the group in .to house the lacultsi
center and the student unions.

UN:V. OF COLORADO. -The
-1-University received $10,000 this
week for research on a supersonic speed,prIblemv----*1414411K---total-Want of $54,000 for the proComplete Move
ject.
When
the
college moves -to GoWright field gave the aeronauleta in the next few years-the
tical engineering department an
move, when made, will be in its
extension ok,..$1000 for its work
entirety -there will be new buildon _termo-elastic-stress analysis.
ings located next to the old MarWork started es the Wright field
ine Base structures which will he
contract initugust, 1947, and will
considered temporary. The woodcontinue through next June.
en buildings will be demolished
The project consists of finding
progressively and replaced with
temperatures and thermo-stresses
permanent halls, but all the while
caused at speeds from two to. six
the campus will comprise a cotimes the speed of sound. The
ordinated unit.
high velocity makes terrine’ heat
The fluter Plan envisages in
in various sections of airplane
Road Network
wings.
this way systematic and efficient
’One of the features of the new
Tests are made and analyz
operations during the extended
then verified in the laboratory
building program. Some of the campus ir-fliF-tinique road nitwhere aerodynamic heating is
new structures will be constructed work which segregates vehicular
simulated by radiant heat:
in wings, each of which is com- and pedestrain traffic. The main
The work is being directed by
plete in itself, until the entire plan approaches to the campus will be
H. M_Sibert,--head- of-the aeroIs realized.
from the east and northwest and
i-iiiiitical engineering department.
Just w hen, the anticipated
the main road will not pass directmove willoccur is not known
He is assisted by Franklin P.
ly through the campus.
Durham, assistant professor of
Developement of the. existing
aeronautical engineering, and B.
Expert Sees Soviet Rise
"Horseshoe Pond" into a lagoon
T. Arnberg, instructor of mechScott Nearing, economist and
hell.
is proposed as a scenic feature.
anical engineering.
world traveler, addressed students
United
Soin 1929. saying, "The
cialist Soviet Republic has now
UNIV. OF MICH:GAN. --Rebeen organized for 11’2 years and
alizing that photography is fast
with all itteliromistng advantages, ,
becoming an important factor in
the L’nited States still believes both the handling of administrat-’
’there ain’t such a thing.’ We
t.
6
PERDUE UNIV:,"EXPONENTP
should come up from the cellar struction the University of Mich-Albee Stecker, preSident of thefresh
air."
breath
of
a
and get
igen has, established a complet
tudent council, recent13i wrote a
Free Old Golds were distri- modern photographic service unit, letter to the faculty in the ExUNIV OF COLORADO
"It
It was designed by and is under .ponent requestirg that the inis now within the range of tech- buted to co-eds, causing a "Michnical possibility to destroy all life igan man or the class of ’27, Lit- the directorship of Fred Ander- , structors attempt to shift test
with the Hydrogen -bomb, so it erary College" to write a letter egg, director of the photography dates if possible, so that students
univers- might have an equal distribution
.
is not a weapon significant to the urging co-ed%. to refrain from laboratory at ’Princeton
YEAR TERM
conduct of war." according to cigarettes, which "mar their ity for the past 19 years. "
of tests among various days, rathMore Effielent 14arvice
David Hawkins, associate profes- beauty and make them weakFROSH COUNCIL REP.
er than having them concentrated.
Most of the photographic work.
sor of philosophy and historian at lines."
Students seem to agree with
Mr. Anderegg said. wil consist of ste,ker’s stand. Jack Little states
Las Alamos atomic project during
The first prophetic .hird of aneducational movies and slides,. The that he has one test a day from
-I
the mar.
other war is the following ex
According to Hawkins.
the cerpt from a student editorial of bulk of photo-duplication comes now until the end of the semesfrom the administrative offices of ter, but that he has met plenty
bomb is significant only as a 1929: ,
the university. Although the unit of people who have their tests
weapon in the cold war. The nec"History shows that for a while
Warren Dale says that
essary size of the H-bomb prohib- after a war there is a distinct re- has just started, he believes that
self he will have a test Thursday evenits its use by airplanes. The cost action against the wholesale kill- eventually it-. will, become., self
of the bomb would he greater ing which goes under the name . . supporting.
ing and Saturday afternoon.
Centralization of most departthan the cost of the comparable But, after a generation has gone
So Much Woe
photographic aetivities,
power of p’utonium bombs.
Otis G. Kramer will have to
and a new one comes to life and mental
White Dinner Jackets.
Truman’s
decision
regarding power, the ’romance’ of war be- said Mr. Anderegg, will cuf down take three tests and hand in two
WE SELLthe H-homb’is important, in Hatv- .gins...txt_emerge again. The horrors much of the duplication which reports on Friday. He also has one
kins’ opir ion, in the sense that are glazed over by the inevitable existedunder Me farmer system
fejihrT-Uff Saturday.
COATS
-HOUSE
said, Jith Hoxte has no more than two
lentrter-a-mndffication of -Wind of lime, the awfulness the Under the old system-LINGEltiE
LADIES’
our stand with respect to inter- reality of it all, is forgotten and each department hadjtt own fa- tests on any one day this semestrained per- ter, but he has had three,on sevnational atomic controls.
Alterations and Repairing
the tendency is to glorify war." cilities. The use of
sonnel, he added, will improve the eral occasions. He believes that
"Present. U.S. proposals for inLEATHER JACKETS
;jangle*" A Failure
quality p1--the work,- besides.doing there should be a maximum of
ternational Controls could be good.
Cuffs - Waist Bands
Reline
Again in 1929.,n informal poll a faster ana cheaper job.
but beeause they have not worked
two on any day.
SERVICE
CLEANING
showed
that
most
students
were
Remain
Units
Four
They must be considered no good,"
Jim Castro will have- two tests
It is, not the purpose of this on Monday and Friday. He feels
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should force the country t mere beginning to appear. The service unit, Mr. Anderegg said, that two is not bad, but it reBus. CY 2-9102 - Res. CY 2-3382
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to
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a
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woman working on a full-time basis, such
of this new development, the Hyelling at them."
as the engineering laboratories.
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Channing Pollock, the drama- Photographic services, he added,
Hawkins spoke yesterday on the
subject ."The U.S. and World tist, ironically ’remarked that the will assume the work of departwere "the last ments which do not, individually,
Peace:’ ,as the first speaker of a talking movies
have enough photographic work
series of three sponsored by the gasp of a dying industry."
An editorial in 1934 voiced dis- to warrant a photography laborYoung Progressives.
approval of the naval armament atory of their own.
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H-Bomb Important
For Cold War Only
Says Bomb Expert
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Law Student Files
$950 Damage Suit

Every Friday Night:

FIRKUSNY

Rickey’s Song Contest
Every Day:
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-Spartans Box Marines
Here; Gaters Seek Upset
By AL 011058I

on tap against the S. F. State San. Jose varsity. These challenge
Tlie San Jose State boxing team Caters on Saturday night in San matches take place frequently bewill engage ’the El, Toro Marines Francisco. Starting time for the hind closed doors and are designed
to’fitermine the top Man In each
an ght n par an g m, in w
The preceding observation is not weight.
,
V
Is expected to be only a skirmish
The__ Spartans ’will -bi--W-4AuoatrCoMparison to the pitch’biallo intended to cast any reflection on
Thursdaytleibruiary-237--1
I SPARTAN DAILY
the abilities of the Marine pugi- of their ninth conseCtitive victory
lists. On the contrary, the visiting in the ring. "Iron Man" _Jack
eathernecks hav--e-Peliffin their SChriel 1.-TifrIFTela agroup that
small,
but compact
traveling includes Ernie Paramo, Keith
squad.
Bayne, Mac Martinez, Ed Martin,
From the standpoint of rivalry, Jim Nutt, Jim McDonald and pospast records, and the publicity sibly Nick Diez or Joe DeSoto.
’yen the Saturday night -fiasco, - Seheberies has turned in three
it is expected to be one of the top tko’s and two decisions in winning
meets in western collegiate cireles his five matches. 125-pounder,
and will go far toward determin- Keith Bayne has three in a row
ing Bay area supremacy. Both San as does 155-pound Stan Marcil to
Jose and San FrancisCo State are rank behind Scheberies in total
undefeated, and the Caters are wins.
hoping for an upset win.
El Toro knocked Moffett Field
5’42-1’2 last week, with three of
their men showing considerable
know-how. One of their top men
Is Heavyweight George
Dear Thrust and Parry:
kayo’d Bill ’Collins -of Moffett in
It is our belief tnat the blastthe second heat. Another Marine,
145-1b. Ray Copeland, decisioned ing notes of music issuing from
Al Rutledge, the pudgy little the section reserved for a band
sailor who recently drew with San could and should have been reJose’s Joe DeSoto. 125-lb. Johnnie placed by vocal notes at the USFMalloy rounds out the trio of top- San Jose State basketball game.
There is undoubtedly a very
notchers.
San Jose vanquished Moffett good excuse for allowing such a
84 to Li in their meeting. several motley .clad group of individuals
weeks ago.
to represent our school at such an
In addition to the regular bouts important sporting eVent. There
with the Marines, San Jose Coach must be a feeling among the band’
Dee Portal is making an effort to members that their ability to play
schedule two challenge bouts be- ood music will not be noticed if
tween prominent members of the t e uniform Plays a prominent role
in the group.
It is our contention that a band
section should be occupied by a
band and not by an unorganized
group of musicians. There does
not -seem- to us, at the . momerit,any reason why our band uniThe 1950 San Jose State college forms should be kept in moth balls
tennis schedule was announced unless the cost and bother of
last night by Coach Ted Mumby. cleaning is too much for the school
A large group of court hopefuls to bear.
AL TAFOYA, 130-1b. class San Jose State college boxer, Is seen scoring a knockout over Doug Fair- greeted -Mumby and his staff in
show’ rote
Next time kiti
banks of the Fairfield-Suisun Air Base. Tafoya downed his opponent in Ma first round of their match the first meeting of the year. The
Feb. 18 In the Spartan gym. This was Tafoya’s first bout of the 1950 season, but he is rated top man ’ Gold and ,White players have a organization in this section or let
us save the expense of gas for a
In his weight division. Tafoya is rapidly rounding into tip-top condition. Referee is Julie Mensmdes.
heavy slate of 31 dates to keep School bus.
photo by Crabbe. ’
them busy in the etiming era.
ASB’s 3443, 4306, 4276, 7983.
Last night’s get-together was
used for signing up the players
and introduction purposes between the players and the coaching staff.
Be Represented
Mumby stated that any men
Art Cheaves who have not registered for var120 lbs.
I. Ernie Paramo
Lee Tanner sity or freshman tennis and desire
125
lb*.
2. Keith Bayne
to do so should contact him ai
SEYMOUR - ABRAHAMS
Malloy
Johnnie
125
lbs.
Martinez
3.
Mac
WASHINGTON, Feb. 22(UP)
soon as possible in the Men’s gym.
Winter
Kenny
135 lbs.
Half Year Council _Rep._
--.Eddie LeBaron, star qOarter- 4 Ed Martin
y Copeland Nfarehr----145 lbw.
back of the College of the Pacific, 5. Jim Nutt
1 -Hartnell college, here
Roy Shelton
145 lbs.
signed a one-year contract yester- 6. Jim McDonald
4Santa Clara (tentative)
165 lbs.
day with the Washington Red- 7 Nick Dlez or Joe DeSoto
Tommy Curran
7:U. of San Francisco, there
8. Jack Seheberies
George Woods
Ilvy.
8---Santa Clara (tentative)

-Tafoya Wins His First 1950-Bout
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I Thrust and Parry

Mumby Releases
1950_ Tennis Sked

LeBaron Inks Five
Figure Contract
With Redskin Club

Boxing Card

Hey! Froshl

Spartans -Marines -

Spartans Meet
SJS Grippers Play
Bronco Marksmen Twice on Saturday
San Jose State college’s rifle
range will be the scene this afternon at 2 o’clock, of the second
meeting this year between the
Santa Clara- and- Spartan mar
men squads.
The Broncos will be out to even
the score of the earlier part of the
season when the Spartans qfeated
Mission campus shooters.
Thus far this year, the Spartans,
along with the victory over Snits
Clara ,has a notch In its belt
against Stanford, but University
of California, University of .San
Francisco, and California Aggies
have taken the San Jose rifle
players in stride.
EDDIE LeRARON
Leading the Washington square
skins of the National-American campus squad, under Coach Alvin
pro football league.
Ousey, will be Louis Kirby, George
Terms were not revealed, but Small, Warren Winovich, Jack
the contract was believed to call Raichart, and Paul- Kemmer.
for between $10,000 and $15.000.
"I don’t think I’ll have Much
trouble with the pros," LeBaron.
said after signing. "I’ve played
LOS ANGELES, Feb. 22(LIP)
against some pretty big college
--Sprinter Lloyd LaBe.ach left by
linemen."
LeBaron is the fourth quarter- plane yesterday for Guatemala
City where he will participate in
back on the Redskins roster. The
the Central America games.
Harry
Baugh,
Sammy
are
others
LaBeaeh, co-holder of the 100
Gilmer and Tommy Mont.
LeBaron was the Redskins No and 200-meter world’s records,
will represent Panama in those
10 draft choice.
The chunky little 15 feet, 43% events’ Sunday and Monday. The
inches) quarterback. a nouns of. speedster is enrolled at Loyola
Lodi, Calif., graduates in June. university here.

LaBeach to Run -

Complying with the request of
the San Frincisco. State college
athletic _46)par-trawl-Cr Coach T
Mum by announced yesterday th
he has agreed to switch the date
of the Gater-San Jose State.college wrestling meet. The date has
been switched to Saturday, 7 p.m.,
in the Colisetim Bowl In- the
Golden flate city.
The -wrestling gathPring was
originalli scheduled for tomorrow
eve. -The change Was maile as a
move on the part of the Stitt
Franciscans in order to combine
the mat affair with the boxing
Matches.
This means that the local performers will have two varsity
squads performing on the same
night. While John Jackson leads
a contingent against San Francisco, Coach Mumby will send The
rest of the Spartan team againstthe UCLA Bruins.
Captain Matthew Webb was the
first man to swim the English
channel, performing this act in
1875.

NORD’S
SANDWICH SHOP
Candy
Ci9ereffes
Sandwiches
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

VOTE TODAY

11 --Sacramento State, here
14Santa Clara (tentative)
15Sacramento State, there
17--San Francisco State, here
18Fresno State "(tentative)
23-24-25 -NCI, Berkelty
April
§U. of California, there
7---Washington State, here
Franeiseo-State; there
ad Tennis Club, here
10--SFCC (tentative)
11- -U. of San Francisco, here
12- -SFGC (tentative
14-- -Fresno State I tenfatiVe I
15---Cal Poly, here
18=-51-. Mary’s iientativel21Fresno State (tentative)
22 --College’ of Pacific, here
24
Poly, there
25 -Santa Barbara UC, tYiere
26- LPepperdine, there
28-29-30 Ojai Tourneys, Ojai
May
1-- SFCC (tentative)
6--Fresno (tent.) CCAA finals
10 College of Pacific, there
12-13--U. of Nevada, there
19- -Stanford, there

SAVE 10%
On

Shoe Repairs

Get off the rocks,
Don’t walk on your socks!
1.1. advantage of this 10%. reduction offer to all S.J.S. student body
card holders.

ANTHONY’S
Shoe Service
276 S. I st

CY 3-9754

FEELING "PROUD AS A PEACOCK!"
AFTER THAT HAIRCUT FROM THE "FRIENDLY
SHOP." Come in and have one of three experienced, Union barbers give you the type of haircut
you want. First class shoe shine and porter servic
at your service. Look right and feel right with a
visit to

COMMERCIAL BLDG. BARBER SHOP
26 N. 1st 3

Doors North of Roos Bros.
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George Goes Over
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BERK BAKE.R.
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DESPITE LOSING TO USF
in the Cow Palace T,desday eveIniXig ’Sap joae State college
gained finindally. The 9700 spectators made the second largest
crowd of the season for big basketball house. However Spartan
students are feeling low not only
because of setback the cagers realized but because of the impotence a SJSC student card had
on the men at the ticekt booths.
AS HAS BEEN MENTIONED
In a "Thrust and Parry" 2.1sewhere in this issue, some San
Jose students were "given the
works" at the "Palace" when
they entered the pavilion. It has
been that students with *aril el-pitting college students cards
gained admittance for 50 cents.
We feel that it was an unfair
deal to the Staters who traveled
100 miles round trip to witness
the tilt to have to forfeit $1 to
see the transplanted contest, because student tickets were sold
out.

a

our 1500, general admission tickets for the public which would
run about 300 and you see that
we would - have little’ more slitdents in ratio to student bodies
than would thee Dons. And it’s
San Jose’s court!

State Hoops ters
Rank 18th in AP
Basketball Poll

Winning 41 out of their last 13
games, San Jose State’s cagers
moved up four notches on the
Associated Press Basketball poll
to garner 18th place. University
of San Francisco Dons, recent. victors over the Spartan five, are
Naturally USE was eager for now ranked 11th, moving up from
a switch to the Cow’ Palace be- 14th place..
cause it figured it’d have a better
Other California representatives
bet for a win (how right it was).
in the top twenty teams of the
So San Jose gave up its home country are UCLA (7) and the
court advantage to benefit finan- University of Southern California
cially and appease the public clatn- (16).
or and in so doing many mon
The following teams are In the
students thought they could sec
the contest. They took the long top bracket in the weekly AP
drive and then were told that all poll:
student tickets were So/d. So they
had to plunk down a buck --some
went all out and blew a dollar
and a half for reserve seats while studentts from Cal, Stanford, SF State and such, that
didn’t have to drive as far cashed
in on the gravy tickets.
However, San Jose State ofMats, said they knew nothing
of the limit on student tickets
and didn’t know anything until
the morning after.

As originally scheduled, the
game was set for the local premises but was changed when it
was felt that _public demand and
S. Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, P.
the record of the two schools necE. director, wouldn’t have allowed
essitated the move. such dealings to go on if he had
USF kno*ing how much a SJS known in advance, you can bet on
victory would men to it asked that. But, nevertheless, only a
for 800 student tickets if the game limited supply of student tickets
was to be played on Spartan were sold and the valley people
grounds. This woUld mean that took- the brunt of the shortage.
State would have a maximum of
1500 student tickets for the gym
In the future SJS students will
that holds 2300. Subtract from be more closely protected.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Bradley
Holy Cross
Ohio State
Duquesne
Kentucky

24-3
22-0
18-3
21-1
20-4

Thrust and Inman, Pepperdine
Parry
I\ Top CCAA Scoring

20-3
St. John’s
19-4
UCLA
22-4
Western Kentucky ...
North Carolina State . .... 20-4
17-3 Dear Thrust and Parry and WhoLong Island U.
16-6 ever the Shoe Fits: ,
San Francisco
We have just returned for the
16-3 USF-Spartan game. We were
La Salle
15-5 happy to see a - fine crowd, the
Kansas State
20-4 band, the yell leaders, the song
Toledo
the
excellent
tumbling
14-6 girls,
St. Louis
team. But we have a gripe.
14-5
Southern California
We’re not going to say the de_ 16-4 cision to move the game to the
Indiana
17-7 Cow Palace lost the game. We
San Jose State
don’t have More than the usual
23-2
Arizona
kicks against the refs. We are not
15-4
CCNY
disgusted with the team for losing; it was just a had night. We
aren’t even going to yelp about
the stauch Spartan rooters walking out on the team before the
game was over. BUT, -WE WANT
TO KNOW WHY SEVERAL
HUNDRED OF US WHO ARRIVED AROUND THE HOUR OF
EIGHT WERE CHARGED ONE
BUCK TO GET INTO THE BIG
BARN. WE WERE INFORMED
THAT ALL STUDENTS TICKETS WERE SOLD AND THAT
OUR STUDENT BODY CARDS
WERE WORTHLESS. WE SAT
UP IN THE SMOKE LOFT
WHILE OUR "ROOTING SECTION" WAS HALF FILLED
WITH PEOPLE FROM CALIFORNIA, s STANFORD, SANTA
CLARA, JONES JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL, AND PODUNK HIGH.
Next time you Donkeys start
taking our games away from
home, let’s see that all students
are treated equally and that the
possibility of a rooting section be -comes a reality rather than a
promise published in the Spartan
Daily. In case ’the Athletic De
partment is interested, we still
have our stubs from the game and
they can refund the four-bits we
were overcharged just anytime
they feel like it.
ASB ..4445; 2503; 2664; 5685

A Few of Many Fine Spartan Judomen
a

GEORGE MATT0s, Spartan pole vaulter. this week was selected Player of the week by Track Coach Bud Winter. Mattes easily
cleared the bar at 13 ft. 6 in. recently, and looks to be headed for a
fine season.

FRESNO, CAL., Feb. 22-(UP)
Pepperdine college is leading CCAA basketball competition for the
fifth straight week, the California
Collegiate Athletic association said
.
today.
Stu Inman, San Jose State forward garnered top scoring honors
with 109 points in eight games.

The Standings
Pct.
L
W
.715
2
5
Pepperdine
.625
3
5
San Jose
.500
4
4
Fresno State
3
3
Santa Barbara
.429
4
3
San Diego
.250
6
2
Cal Poly
Individual Scoring
g fg ft tp avg.
8 42 25 109 13.6
Inman, SJ
Garcia, FS .8 ’38 24’ 100 12.5
St rat hearn,
89 . 11.1
CP------------8 36 17
Wuest hoff,
88 11.0’
8 35 18
SJ
86 12.3
Furlong, P . 7 31 24

Just
Arrived
A new shipment of imported English
pipes . . . the 6-B-0. Now priced
from ;3.50 to ;10. Those pipes hoed
no "breaking in," and are masterpiece of beauty and perfection.
Also remember, we give 24-hour
service on pip* repair. Wit repair
any make of Igihter, too. All work
guaranteed.

Jim Mate
Pipe & Gift Shop
CY 2-8642
68 S. First St.
Where you can buy with confidence.

LET’S GET IN SHAPE NOW!

BOY, AM I LUCKY!
I just bought a new Compton Richmond Corduroy Jacket. It’s just right
for sport wear and is priced right.

Pictured above are 14 members of the Spartan Judo team.
They helped defeat a combined team from the bay area Sunday in
San Francisco. Front row, from left to right: Dean Patrick, Earl
Harris, James Holcolmb, Bob Harpainter, and John Willis. Middle
row: Vernon Rogers, Earl Conyers, Fred Davis, Frank (’henry. Top
row: Warren Ramey, Johnnie Johnson, Merle Coe, Murl Tullis, and
George Best.
-Photo by Hildenbrandt.

Now that the warm weather is
here, ar you ready for the
long. list of activities? Work
or play, you will have to be in
condition to keep up with the
gang. Check on yourself
and if you aren’t up to par
drop in soon arid talk to
"Harpo." Look well, feel well.

Free. Personalized
ConsultationsBeginners Welcome
and

Two Oaks Ink 1950
Ball Contracts
Sizes 36 to 44 Regular, 38 to 42
Longs. A Tettersall chock full of
distinction.

Just I7.50-

OTTO GALBRAITH
22 W. SAN ANTONIO

Meet the Gang
at the

Starlite Drive-In
Restaurant
Santa Clore St. at 12th

-Oakland, Calif., Feb. 22--(UP)
Outfielders Lyle Palmer and Walter Pocekay have signed their
1950 contracts with the Oakland
Oaks of the Pacific Coast league,
Scout Jimmy Hole announced yesterday.
Palmer played with Spoktine,
Wash.., and Pocekay with Bremerton, Wash., of the Western International league last year.

Given Special Instruction
REASONABLE RATES
Individual Instruction
for

MEN AND WOMEN
by

HARPO ANDREWS
Instructor

HEALTH UNLIMITED, INC.
I 301 POST ST. (Corner Post & S. Market)

s
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’Drama Time’ ,
Presents Nay

Thursday, February

23’ 1930 1Class ’Grills’
Nary Offers Commissions
’Coin Collector
*To Women College (7rnduates.
I

Women college graduates, between 90 and 25 years of age, are
eligible for commissions in the regular Navy, according to information recently received by ittism Helen Dimmiek. dean of women.
with
Reuirentents also .staile that applicants must be unmarri
no dependents, citizens, and must pass the prescribed nations.
Thirty sirls are selected in
March and October of each year
and sent to the ITnited States
Naval General Ligge school at
Newport, R. I. for a five month.
Dr. George Meunch, clinical
course, beginning each January psychologist and professor of psyand July.
chology, will speak before mem:
’Alter completing their indocs bers of the Psychology club at
trinat ion, they are commissioned 7:30 o’clock tonight in the Student
as ensigns ind sent to duty sta- Center of the First Congregations or specialized schools for tional church, according to Bill
further training.
Jones, club president.
Newly commissioned ensigns
"The clinical psychologist, his
will be given two tours of duty license, and experience" will be
approximately 18 months long. the subject of the informal adThese assignments will be as ,var- dress. Dr. Meunch has had conled as Possible so officers may siderable experience in the field
gain experience in two different of clinical psychology, serving as
so
kinds of billets.
a direetor of theapsychelogical
Duty assignments to staff bil- clinic at the University of Louislets or naval stations overseas will ville.
follow lifter ensings have gained
experienter
Wines receive the same pay
as Navy men. Basic needs such
as food, housing, uniforms, medical and dental care are provided
by the Navy. After 20 years of
service. Navy personnel retire
with a monthly income.
Further informsion may be obtained at Miss Dimmick’s office
or the Placement office.

TssaitsLudents- of feature writing in conducting an interview,
Rudy Gjurovich, coin collector,
electrician and rancher last week
was a gu est of Mr. William
Gould’s Journalism 118 class, During his "grilling" by student reporters, Gjurovich displayed re-eoffsk=
curren
from his $30,000 collection.
In the purse of the, question
period fijaroVieh -revealed that he
began his hobby on what amounted
to a "dare." At present, after
four short years of gathering
money, of the world, he has become president of the San Jose
Coin Collectors club. He is also
known _throughout California for
his anties in annual parades and
has been dubbed the ’unofficial
"mayor of Burbank," a suburb
of San Jose.

Meunch,to Speak
Chi Poyfliology

1

Gjurovich
is
married.
the
lather of two children and lives
in the Burbank district. At one
time he operated at-golf -driving
range and instructed SJSC students in .Lhe finer points of the
game.

Placement
A list of openings for 15 teachers has been announced in the
Los "Angeles city school system,
acording to the Placement office.
The positions cover all subject
fields in both junior and senior
Ib -schools, and special elementary schools for retarded Children.
Senior students who will receive
their degree by next fall are eligible to apply.
The announcements will. be
placed on the bulletin board outside of the Placement office.
Technologist Job Opens
A Technologist position is open
in Washington, D. C. -or vicinity,
according to the U.S. Civil Service commission. A four year col- I
lege course in technology or related fields-, or four years of a
combination of experience or education is required to appls..
The salary range is from $3,825
to $10.000 yearly:
Applications must _be sent to
the U.S. Civil Service commission,

"The Moon Shines Down," an ;
original radio play by Scott Hub:. "..)
bard, will be She presentation of
"Drama Time" ’on " radfo station
KEEN tonight at 8:15 o’clock following "Spartan Reviews."
"The Moon Shines Down," is
in a series of weekly shows written and directed by students of
the Radio Guild of San Jose State
college. Students ’in the cast also
are members of the Radio GISiid.
George Shirle directs t his
seeek’s production.

Spinners Name
Wurfer President
Louise Wurfer is the new president of Spartan Spinners, following the resignation of Gerald
Rider, who dropped the office because of "scholastic overload".
Plans for the forthcoming party
will be discussed in tonight’s Spinsgmeeting,
nidroccaaccording to Jack
Golden, publicity chairriTan.
Washington 25, D.C.
than Mardi 14, 1950.

not

later

WI

Talent Bureau
oHkITi5outs
Auditions will he held
the
San Jose States Talent_ bureaus in
the Morris Dailey auditorium at
7:30 o’clock tonight.
Dick Paganelli, bureau chairman, wishes all who signed for
auditions to appear, and invites
all interested. and talented students to attend.
_-paganerli said the aim of the
bureau as "the cataloguing" of
all talent on campus so that when:
needed, performers will be immediately available."
The Talent bureau is now preparing talent for a Red Cross
show which is to he held March
2 in the CiviC auditorium. This
show
will
include
celebrities
from Hollywood and talent froth
San Jose State and other schools
In the area.

Major 8/1/ Repo/4,0470n
Alofifofesso4 a6:41.11’ Awe/

Forum Will Meet
An hour-long campus forum
will be held next Wednesday,
March 1, in the Morris Dailey
auditorium at 8 p.m.. according
to Dr. Lawrence Mouat, speech
inst ruetor.
The topic planned is "Should
gambling be legalized in California?"
The subject is of considerable
interest at the present time,"
Dr. Monet said. "There is a petition being circulated in California now which advocates legalized gambling."
Students
from
Mr. Wilber
Luick’s and Dr. alouat’s advanced
speech classes will be the speakers.
The forum is conducted along
the lines of the "Town Meeting
of the Air."
CAMBRIAN BAVARIAN
GARDENS
A SNACK OR A MEAL
San Jose -Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ay*
Phone Campbell 2238

dill was an all-round athlete. He chose
football as his favorite sport, made the
varsity teams at Pomona Junior College
and also at the University of Oregon.

Upon graduation, Bill chose a future in
the Air Force. He "flew" his first Link
trainer as an Aviation Cadet in 1940. By
March, 1941, he had won his pilot wings.

A Theta Chi, Bill enjoyed campus social
life. Found that it eased the pressure of
rugged athletics and his heavy study
schedule in Personnel Management.

111=1111M111

The 1st Observation Squadron, Fort
Riley, Kansas was Lieutenant Reynolds’
first assignment. While there he met the
future Mrs. Reynolds. They married a
year later and now have two fine sons.

Recently commended for peacetime work
organizing and improving instruction
techniquesMajor Reynolds, a "PilotProfessor", looks forward to a long and
gainful career in the U. S. Air Force.

The .Squadron moved to Panama, then
to the Pacific. Bill advanced from pilot
to operations officer to squadron commander. He came home a Major and
qualified for a Regular Commission.

If you ore single, between the ages of 20 and 261/2,
with at least two years of college, consider the many
career opportenities as a pilot or navigator in the
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting, many
colleges and universities to explain these career
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
detailsat_your swami Air force lase or U. S, Army
and U. S. Air force Recruiting Station, or by writing to
the Chief of Staff, Us S. Air Force, Atto Aviation Cadet
Brent, Washington 25,0. C.

CONEY ISLAND
COFFEE SHOP

U.

S.
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FORCE

ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!
11111. PIM .111011,4 all
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